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! .. 
. -- of the canard  configuration at bansonic and supersonic  speeds. mown 
Results are presented of a brief study of the  f l ight  characterist ics 
- problems concerning the low-speed characterist ics of the canard are a l e 0  
: investigated. 
h Previous ex-gerimsntal r e su l t s  of free-fall t e s t a  have shown that for 
'I e, sweptback w i n g  in canbination with a body of high finenesa r a t i o ,  reduc- 
.. t ion in the interference drag can be obtained at transonic and low p e r -  
.: present study indicates that such a relative location of wing and body 
.-: is better suiteA4to the canard arrangement thaa t o  the tail-aft arrange- 
~ .+ ?sent, although the effect  on over-all drag of a forward horizontal tail 
is not known. Foruard location of the horizontal tail also avoids 
s tab i l i ty  and trin changes at high Mach .numbers due to the proximity of 
the tail t o  the wing wake, but sinflar changes wil occur at the wing of  
a canard due t o  the tail wake. The resu l t s  of  this study are thought t o  
rndicate that wake effects  might be less serious far  the canard arrange- 
ment, although few experimental data are available t o  confirm this 
opinion. Stabi l i ty  and t r i m   c h m e s  due t o  wake effects m. ..bg.~JJmlnated 
i n  wing aerodynamic center which occur at transonic and supersonic speeda 
produce lmge changes i n   s t a b i l i t y  and t r b  of taillesa  configuratione. 
T h i s  study shows that the effect of  aerodynamic-center shift on the 
s tab i l i ty  and trim of a.canard  airplane should be re lat ively amall. 
I)' ~; sonic  speeds by locating the w i n g  aft of  the body maxFmum diameter. The 
. - 
I WW&sa airplane, bqt, experimental data ahow that the  large shifts 
Past experience with canard aircraft  indicates that  satisfactory 
stall ing characterist ics are difficult  t o  obtain. A stud.y made by J. Foa 
shows that satisfactory a t a l l i n g  characterist ics may probably be obtained 
bx placing the allowable center-of-gravity range far enough forward s o  
that the horizontal tail s t a l l s  prior to the wing. Although this linita- 
t i o n  on the  center-of-gravity range reduces the rmx3m.m l i f t  of the wing, 
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a simplified analysis indicates that the large lift incrament produced 
by the horizontal tail BhoUld roughly cmpensate for thie reduction. 
The spmwise va r i a t im  of  tail wash over the wing may further reduce the 
maximum l i f t  obtainable, and this effect  was not included i n   t h e  afore- 
mentioned analysis. Advantagecus use of high-lift devicee on  a canard 
airplane can be attained only i f  the pitching mament due to   f lap  def lec-  
tion can be capensated by use of flaps on the horizontal t a i l  o r  by 
auxi l iary l i f t ing eurfaces. The analyses of high-lift characteristics 
indfcate that i f  swept wings a r e  used, maximum l i f t  coefficients 
comparable t o  an airplane with a conventionaJ. tail location can be 
obtained for a canard airplane over a reasonable center-of-gravity r q e .  
M a n y  serious problem are created by the occurrence of marked 
changes i n  the f l o w  about 8 ~ .  airplane as the speed of sound i s  approached 
and exceeded. Considerable research effort has beeri placed upon both 
theoretical and experimental investigations t o  determine means for 
solution of  these problems, in   par t icular  the reduction of drag and the 
provision of satisfactory stabil i ty ant2 control characterietics. Results 
of these invedigations indicate that, i n  order t o  obtain practical 
transonic and supersonic flight of man-carrying alrcraf't, same departures 
from the conventional airplane configuration may be warranted. 
One type of configuration w h i c h  hm been given some consideration 
for  use as a missile is the canard arrangemsnt. In order t o  evaluate 
t h e  possibi l i t ies  of  the canard as an airplane, a study has been made of 
i t s  high-speed-flight characteristics. A t  the sams tine, some of the 
knm problems connected with the low-speed characteristics of the canard 
were investigated. Results of this study are presented herein. A three- 
view drawing of  a conf'iguration which enbodies the features discussed is 
presented in figure 1. 
AS COMPARED TO OTBER AlRpLANE TYPES 
On approaching the speed of  sound an airplane may exhibi t  a nmber 
of  unsatisfactory characteristics. First, large increases In drag occur 
which preclude efficient operatior and, w i t h  existing power plants, 
seriously lMt the range of  the aircraft;  second, unsteady flows.may 
occur about the airplane, even in   l eve l  flight, which may cawe structural 
damage; and, third,  large and/or abrupt changes i n  trin and s tab i l i ty  may 
take place. In s m  cases adequate control may be maintained throughout 
t 
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these stabil i ty and trim changes, w t i c u l a r l g  i f  the changes occur 
slowly and i f  the associated stick-farce variations Etre mall. Changes 
in   s t ab i l i t y  and control, however, are always uneatisfactorg f r a m  a 
handling-qualities standpoint and a t  high speeds may be very dangerous. 
Reduction of drq. - Both theoretical  and experimental investigations 
have indicated mane for appreciablg reducing the drag of  airplane  capon- 
ents at transonic and supersonic speeds, that is, the use of bodies of 
high fineness  ratio and the use of wings swept  well behind the Mach cane* 
If sweptback wings are used, a poblem exis ts  concerning a -practical 
arrangement of the components of an ahplane. For the tail-aft arrange- 
ment, the wing-fuselage juncture u t  be  located  relatively far forward 
on the body i f  a reasonable tail length is  t o  be provided. Although the 
relative  posit ion of the wfng and fuselage of an airplane i s  usually not 
important *can the standpoint of drag at low speeds, tests of two -free- 
f a l l  models reported Tn reference 1 indicate that at ' transonic speeds the 
t o t a l  drag of a.wing-body cabina t ion   var ies   appec iabu  with the  re la-  
t ive location of the wing and body. These remlts, which are presented ' 
i n  p a r t  in   f igure 2, show that the t o t a l  drag of  the  tested caslbination ' 
w a s  lowest when the wing root waa located in a position aft of the body 
maximum diameter, tha t  t h i s  drag difference resulted chlefly f r a n  a 
difference in bow drag, and that the body drag with the, w i n g  i n  the aft 
position was appreciably less than  the drag of the body without wings. . 
, Consideration of the geametry of an airplane having a aweptback 
. w i n g  located behind the body diameter indlcates  that such an 
arrangement is not w e l l  adasted t o  a rearward location of the  horizontal 
t a i l ,  not only frm the standpoint of provifing adequate tail length but 
from the standpoint of  balance. The center of Savitg of such an a i r -  
plane would have t o  be well behind the body midpoint in  &der t o  provide 
a reasonable variation of pitching rncrment with angle of attack. Because 
of this requiremerrt, a light forward eection of the fuselage would be 
necess- and much of  the f'uselage volume could not be used for payload 
and fuel. 
Geometrically, the wing-& arrangement i s  w e l l  suited t o  use as a 
canard-type drplane.  The s t ab i l i t y  requirements alone dictate  that  the 
center of gravity muet be a reasonable distance ahead of the aerodynamic 
center of the wing-body cwibination. This requirement places the center 
of gravity near the body midpoint and insures a large tail length. 
effect  of a forward location of the horizontal tafl on the fuselage and 
wing drags is not known. The i 
Reduction of buffetirq. - Another high Mach nmiber problem associated 
w i t h  a rearward location of  the  horizontal tail i s  the occurrence at 
transonic speeds of severe buffeting of  the airplane or  its controls 
which resul ts  €Yam the un&eaQ"flar conditions at the horizontal. tail 
caused by flow fluctuations due t o  the wing wake: Ln several designs 
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fo r  high-speed airplanes the  horizontal   ta i l  has been located high on 
t he  ve r t i ca l  t a i l  for this reason. This type of tail location not only 
presents  structural   difficult ies b~&, may not eliminate buffeting in 
accelerated maneuver6 where the tail may move into  the  region of flow 
fluctuations. With the horizontal tail located ahead of the wing the  
effect  of the wing wake on the horizontal tail is eliminated, but effects 
of  t h e  t a i l  wake are present a t  the w i n g  root. It is thought that the 
b u f f e t i q  should be lesB serious under these conditiom, however, because 
only the wing root would be affected, and the tail should produce a 
maller disturbance than the wing. No experimental. data are available, 
however, t o  confirm this opinion. The wing is also a better structural  
member than the horizontal t a i l  for the absorption of buffeting loada, 
and the shaking of the longitudinal control caused by the f l o w  fluctuations 
due t o  the wing wake would be eliminated. 
Lowitudinal  stabil i ty and control. - The chief  came8  for  the 
changes in longitudinal trim and s tab i l i ty  near and above the epeed of 
sound may be itemized as follows: 
(1) Changes i n  the variation of l i f t  coefficient with angle of 
attack of the l i f t i n g  surfaces 
(2) Change i n  angle of zero lif% of the lifting surfaces 
(3) Shif ts  i n  aerodynmic center of the  wing 
(4) Variation8 in the m c  p?eseure a t  the t a i l  
(6) Lose or reversal of elevator l i f t  effectiveness 
The f-st two changes listed above may be minimized through proper 
selection of a i r fo i l  plan farms and sections, such aa th in  symmetrical 
sections w i t h  plan forma swept w e l l  behind the Mach cone. Item 3, the  
sh i f t  of the wing aerodynamic center, i s  important when considering the 
possibil i t ies of a tailless configuration for transonic and supereonic 
flight. Such a configuration has a definite advantage over the tail-aft 
arrangament i n   t h a t  trim and s tab i l i ty  changes at t h e   t a i l  are  eliminated 
completely; but became a very Ermall s t a t i c  margin is essential toward 
providing adequate control, me of KLngs with large aerodynamic-center 
shifts is  precluded. Most w - i n g ~  wil have large aerodynamic-center 
shifts through the tranaonic speed range. As an example, results of 
t e s t s  by the wing-flow method of a 35O sweptback airfoi l - f lap cambina- 
tion (reference 2) show that  a 17-percent rearward ahift in aerodyneanic 
center occurred between Mach numbers of 0.85 and 1.10. An aerodpmmic- 
center  ahift of the aame magnitude was obtained Fram other wing-flow 
t e s t s  of a eemispan model of a taillese airplane. Since flaps * 
d 
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are generally used ae a longitudinal control for t a i l l e s s  airplanes, 
additional adverse effects on longitudinal control characteri8ticE may 
be expected f r m t h e   l o s s e s   i n  f l a p  effectiveness which occm at  tran- 
sonic speeh. 
The effectB of aerodynmic-center shift and loss in   f lap  effect ive-  
ness on the  longitudinal stabilitr of a tailless  configuration have been 
"d *am the resul ts  OCX~EQZSZICE 2. -In t h i s  case the major 
changes in s tab i l i ty  resu l t  f r a m  the aerodynamic-center ahift. 'The 
configuration a a s m d  in  t h i s  computation caneists of a 3 5 O  Bweptback 
wing of constant chord and aspect r a t io  3.04 with a 25-percent-chord 
full-span flap- The results of this calculation are presented in 





is plotted as a function ofL Mach nmiber. The 
p a r m t e r  
&%trim 
is an indication of the  airplane's  longitudinal 
a tab i l i ty  and should be nearly comtant at low subsonic speeds. The 
center-of-gravity poeition of the  tailless  configuration w a s  selected 
d6, 
s o that   the value of 
G 
dCLtrim 
was 0.1  radian  at a Mach n&er of 0.35, 
which represents a reasonable value of s tabi l i ty .  As s h m  in f igure 3 
d6, 
the value of 
- 
dCLtrim 
for the  tailless  airplane  increase8 rap id ly  and 
i n  a samewhat Irregular manner t o  about seven and one-half times the 
low-speed value a t  8 Mach nrmiber of 1.1. This  increase mam that  at a 
Mach nmber of  1.1, seven and one-half tFmes m o r e  control  deflection 
would be required t o  produce a given change in lif't coefficient than 
would be required  at a Mach nlmiber of 0.55 
Results of a corresponding calculation are shown in figure 3 for a 
canard CoqSiguration. The same w i n g  w a s  assumed as for  the ta i l less  
airplane; but an alllnovable tail, geametrically similar t o  the 
and having the 8- area as the  f lap of  the  ta i l less  a-lrplane wa9 placed 
chord lengths ahead of the WAX. The effect  of tail w a s h  on the wlng 
is neglected in  this calculation and neglect ' o f  this effect may make the 
calculation  optimistic. Again the  cmter-of-@avity  position 




m For the canard, the p lo t  of  against Mach numker has a slow 
%trim 
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increase t o  one and one-half times the law-speed value a t  a Mach number 
of 1.1. T h f s  result indicates that the control characteristics of the 
canard are only alightly affected by the aerodynemzic-center shift of 
the wing. 
Unpublished datx f r a m  the Ames Aeronautical Laboratory present 
another means for reducing the adverse effect  of w i n g  aerodynamic-center 
s h i f t .  T k i s  arrangement, which  combines same of t h e  characteristics of 
the canard and the  ta i l less  airplane, incorporates a forward-located 
trimmer surface that is allowed t o   f l o a t  wi th  the wind a t  subsonic speeds 
and is locked r ig id ly  a t  supersonic speeds. The trimmer does not affect 
the longitudinal stability of the   a i rcraf t  while f r ee   t o   f l oa t ,  but 
groduces a forward shift; in neutral point on being locked. This arrange- 
ment can be designed s o  that the forward shift in neutral point camsen- 
sates  the rearward sh i f t  due t o  change i n  wing aerodynamlc-center 
location. T h i s  trimmer arrangement shows p r d e e  for aircraft having a 
mall center-of-gavity range- With the trimrner locked., the configura- 
t ion  has the characteristics of a ta i l less  a i rplane and, therefore, large 
center-of-gravity movements during flight cannot be tolerated. It is i a lso  important t o  note that locking the trimmer prior t o  the aerodynamic- 
center shift would, i n  general, produce longitudinal instability. Thus, 
considerable discretion on the part of the pilot  would be required 
i n  use of the device. The foregoing consideration indlcates f'urther 
that  the trimmer mu& float i n  the transonic speed range. Because of 
the possibility of unsteady flows at transonic speeds, the trend has been 
toward irreversible flight controls for high-speed aircraft .  In  the 
transonic range the float- trFmmsr would not impwe the control 
characteristics of this arrangement over that for a t a i l l e s s  &plane, 
but locking the trimmsr should appreciably increase maneuverability a t  
supersonic speeds. 
. 
The largest trlm and &abili ty changes that OCCUT for an airplane 
w i t h  a rearward ta i l   loca t ion  are u u a l l y  caused by changes in the flow 
at the horizontal tail cr by changes in   the  aerodynemic characteristics 
of the horizontal tail. Large variations in wing downwash characteris- 
t i c s  may occur i n  the transonic speed range due t o  changes in  the  load 
diatrlbution on the wing and other changes i n  its lift characteristics. 
Supersonic theory indicates that for w e p t  w i n g s  large changes in   the 
downwash variation with angle of attack &/da OCCUT with changes i n  
Mach nmiber. (See reference 3. ) Erperimsntal evidence confirm this 
resul t  and a lso  showa that  d€/da w i l l  be appreciably affected by 
variations in  l i f t  coefficient at a given supersonic Mach  number. (See 
reference 4. ) A typical theoretical variation of the dmwaah parameter 
d€/da in the region of the horizontal t a i l  of a conventional airplane 
w i t h  unswept w i n g s  i s  shown as a function of Mach number in  f igure 4. 
The theoretical variation of &/da ahown for the supersonic range does 
not account for  the effect of variations in lift coefficient. Since 
supersonic downwash theory for swept wings is very complicated, 
n 
w 
computations have not been made for this c a e ,  and few experimental 
data are available. It is believed that similar variations of dc/da 
w i t h  Mach ntmiber might be expected  for  a sweptback wing since an Ackeret 
type flow exists  in  the  vicinity of  the wing root.  
A pmsible means for reducing h w a w a s h  and other wake effects, as 
in   the case of buffeting, is t o  place the  horizontal tail forward of  the 
wing. Again the effects wbich produce the undesirable changes are 
removed f r a m  the tall; and a l t h o w  these  effects are then present a t  
the WFng root, it appears that  they &odd be der because only a 
* a n a l l  portion of the  area would be affected. The effect of tail 
. d-ash on the wing would be further reduced because of the counter- 
acting presence of the upwash from the tail over the  portion of  the wing 
Outboard O f  the tail t ip8.  
i .  
The function8 of the horizontal taFl differ ,  depending an whether 
the  canard or the rearward tail locat ion ie  considered. The horizontal 
tail of the canard serves o d y  t o  regulate the trb of the  aircraft ,  and 
the   ta i l   actual ly  produces an unstable variation of pitching moment w i t h  
angle of attack. A necessarily large stable pitchinglnament variation 
is supplied by the wing. Ih the case of the tail-& airplane, the 
horizontal tail not only regulates  the trim but must also supply a large 
stable variation of pitching.mament, and the aerodgnamic characteristic8 
of the  horizontal tail are  chiefly governed by s tab i l i ty  requirements. 
Consideration of the unstable pitchingmomrent variation woduced br 
the tail of the canard indicates the desirability far keeping t h i s  varia- 
t ion  small while keeping the maximum incremmt in pitching moment pro- 
of center-of-gravity posi t ions may be possible, which would serve t o  
reduce the required tail area. Thi8  condftion can be realized, through 
use of a tail of low aspect r a t io .  Triangular plan forma of  low aspect 
ratio are well adapted f o r  m e  as tall amfaces for high-epeed flight. 
These plan farms are structurally and aerodynamically suited t o  w e  as 
all-movable t&l surfaces which would eliminate  the  possibilities of 
large trim and s tab i l i ty  changee due t o  loss i n  elevator effectiveness. 
From a structural standpoint, the low aspect r a t i o  enables a large depth 
f o r  a mmospar even for low values of section thicknese ratio. Ft-am an 
aerodynamic standpoint, the triangular plan form hae l i t t l e  aerodynamic- 
center shift and no large changes In l if t-curve elope i n  going f’rm 
subsonic t o  supersonic ,speeds. By way of comparison, a tail of high 
aspect r a t io  is advantageous for a tail-aft -plane, a t   l ea s t  from the 
standpoint of s tabi l i ty .  
, duced by the tail large. In this manner a more rearward usable  range 
A t  present there is very l i t t l e  experimental evidence t o  canfirm 
the points set  forth in the pre&&&g -discussion. German wind-tunnel 
t e s t s  have been made of a f3maXl-scaI.e model (0.0354) of a canard-type 
mfssile known as the Rh&’tochter III. This missile employs a sweptback -7 
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w i n g  and an all-movable t a i l .  Although the RM'htochter I11 does not 
represent a design intended for a man-carrying &craft, the resu l t s  of 
the wind-tunnel tests, which are reported Inreference 5 ,  show only small 
changes i n  trim and s tab i l i ty  for the investigated Mach numbers of 0.6, 
0.8, 0.9, and 1.45. T h i s  result qualitatively confirms the features of 
the canard discussed i n  the preceding parwaph8. 
COFIpeRED TO COmVEmTIOXAL 
Application of the canard-type arraqpmnt t o  subsonic a i rcraf t  has 
been coneidered in  the past .  The absence of dawnwash and slipstream 
effecta  at  the horizontal t a i l  enables more  accurate prediction of 
s tab i l i ty  and control characteristics, and for a time sane designers fe l t  
that   the canard could be made t o  have maxirmzm-lift characterletice 
auperior t o   t h e  tail-aft airplane. One reason that designers have 
favored the tail-& arrangement is that s h g l e r  instal la t ion of the  
usual engine-propeller combination is afforded. 
There is  no evidence to   indicate  t h a t  the handling qualit ies of the 
canard at l o w  lift coefficients should be unlike a tail-aft   airplane 
having about the same proportions although the canard might require a 
somewhat greater vertical-tail are8 in order t o  provide adequate d i r e c -  
t ional  s tabi l i ty .  If a high-fineness-ratio fuselage is  used, a reasonable 
t a i l  length w i l l  be provided even with the center of  gravity  slightly 
back of the fueelage midpoint, and it does not appear that the required 
increaae in   ver t ica l - ta i l  area would be enough .Eo affect appreciably 
t h e  over-all drag of the configuration. 
Another aspect of f l ight  at low lift coefficients that may merit 
consideration concerua the behavior of a canard airplane in guste. Gust  
loads on a canard have been investigated and the results of  t h i s  .investi- 
gation are pesented Fn reference 6. The results Indicate that the 
pitching mament caused by the tall entering the gust before the w i n g  is 
important  and that  nOrmal accelerations i n  a gust are somewhat greater 
for  a canard than for the tail-aft airplane due to  the  pitching tendency 
and due t o  the large tail loads. Cnmpariaon of test results for a canard 
model having an unswept; wing with results for an equivalent tail-aft 
model shows that the higher accelerations for the canard were chiefly 
due t o   t h e  tail load and that  the wiq loads of the two models were about 
the same. This result indicates that gust loads would have t o  be 
considered in   the  s t ructural  deeign of t h e   t a i l  of a canard airplane. 
I' 
. 
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Spin-tunnel tests of a canard (reference 7)  ahawed good recovery 
characteriEtics because the  ver t ical  tail if3 not blanketed by the 
horizontal tall in the spinning attitude. 
There are several img&ant s t ab i l i t y  and cmfirol problams associated 
with the operation of the canard at high lift coefficients. These 
problem are 88 follows: 
(1) The diff icul ty  in obtaining s a t i e f a c t q   s t a l l i n g  charac- 
t e r i s t i c s  
(2) The dLff'icultg i n  obtaining a design suitable for use of high- 
lift devices 
- (3) The possibil i ty of encountering very stable trim positions 
beyond the e t m  
" 
Sta l l i na  characteristics.- The analysis  presented in  reference 8 
&OWE tha t  a canard airplane will have unsatisfactcry  stalling  character- 
i s t i c s  for m y  canter-of-gravity position at which the wing s t a l l s  p i o r  
to the horizontal  tail. mder this conditicm, a nose-up change fn t rh  
w i l l  occur at the stall and the  variation of pitching mament with angle 
of attack beyond the  stell w3llbe unstable. Because of these unsatis- 
factory characteristics, a conclmion in reference €3- that the aft 
center-of-savity  l imit  of the canard airplane should be dictated br the 
condition of simultaneous stall- of the win@; and horizontal tail 
rather than by the condition of neutral stick-fixed stability. For 
center-of-gravity positians f o r w r d  of this aft limit, the s t a l l i ng  
characterist ics of the canazd should be satisfactory, at least f r a n  the 
standpoint of t r im change and etabi l i ty .  The horizontal  tail will s t a l l  
pr ior  t o  the wing, result ing in a nose-down trim change, and positive 
longitudinal stabil i ty Ku1 be maintained. By comparison, a tail-& 
airplane will have a nose-ham trim change and, usually, positive 
s t ab i l i t y  when the wing stalls before the tail, 88 is always the case, 
although instabi l i ty  may occur at the stall i f  aweptback wings are used. 
Ih general, the aft limft of center-of-gravity positians for the tail- 
aft airplane w i l l  be dictated by neutral  stick-fixed  stability. 
The statemente concerning the behavim of the canard at the stall 
when the  horizontal tail s t a l l s  before the,,wing are aas t an t i a t ed  by 
flight t e s t s  of the Focke-Wulf Flga ' h t e ,  a Gerplan tail-first airplane. 
. Results of these t ea t s  ase reported in refwence._9 This airplane wae 
flown with  large Ftatiz margins (10 t o  14 percent of the mean wing chord). 
The stall of the k t e  WBB characterized bg a sadual pitching in a 
nose-dam direction until a slight nose-dam at t i tude w-a~ attained. If 
t o  a high angle of  attack and the cycle was repeated. G r a d u a l  applica- 
t i o n  of rudder at the stall resulted i n  spiraling of  the.  airplane in a 
the   s t ick w a s  held back throughout the stall, the  airplane again pitched 
. -
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s l ight  nose-down attitude. A t  f l ight  speeds where the horizontal t a i l  
of the Focke-Wulf Flga airplane was  a t  high l i f t ,  tail stalling was 
produced by gusts which  resulted in large-amplitude OsciLlationS in 
pitch when f ly ing  in  rough alr at low speed. This characteristic may have 
an important bearing on the handling quali t ies of a canard during 
landings under gusty conditions but can possibly be remedied through 
uee of a horizontal tail having a flat-topped curve of normal force 
against angle of attack. 
The canard may have unsatisfactory stalling characteristics even 
though the tail stalls before the w i n g .  T h l s  type of a t d l  is charrac- 
terized by a very  rapid  pitchiw of the airplane i n  a noae-down direction 
caused by the   hor izmta l   t a i l  remaining i n  a stalled condition due t o  
the pitching veloaty.  A t  present it is not definitely established 
whether this characteristic is severe enough i n  the canard t o  be unsatis- . .. . factory, and -her experimental investigations are necessary. If t h i s  
.. stalling characterietic does present a serious problem, it also might 
be remedied through me of a horizontal tail with a flat-topped curve of 
normal force againat angle of attack. The triangular tail plan forms 
which have been suggested herein as  suitable  for use at high speeds have 
t h i s  characteristic type of normal-force variation. If t h i s  normal- 
force variation can be incorporated into the horizontal-tail design, the 
canard airplane might be made effectively  atallproof. 
In addition t o  these previow consideratiom, another effect which 
may have an hportant bearing on the behavior of the canard at the stall 
is that produced by the var ia t ion in  tail wash a t  the w i n g .  Premature 
t i p  stalling could result i f  a large upwash exfsts  near the wing t ip8 
and downwash is present at the root. T i p  s ta l l ing  can resu l t  in  Bevere 
ro l l ing  or i n  longitudinal instabi l i ty  o f  a sweptback wing .  If a low- 
aspect-ratio ' t a i l  i s  wed, the region of large upwash *am the  tail w i l l  
be w e l l  inboard from the wing t ips ,  a condition which might Fmpl-ove the 
stalling characteristics of swept wings. 
In order t o  eliminate  the previoudy mentioned restr ic t ion on the 
usable center-of-gravity range of the canard airplane, the use of a 
free-floating  horizontal   tai l  with eervotab control was suggested i n  
reference 10  88 a method for obtaining satisfactory stalling charac- 
te r i s t ics .  Ae no variation of pitching rnment nlth angle of attack is 
produced by this ta i l ,   the   loqi tudinal   s taYing  character is t ics   are  
dependent only on the pitching-moment variation produced by the w i n g -  
body cambination. This arraqgement for  landing shows considerable 
promise. A s  mentioned previowly, the floating tail probably has 
unsatisfactory characteristics at high speeds. 
Maximum lift.- With the usable center-of-Savity r q e  restr ic ted 
i n  the proposed manner  ( in  order t o  give the canard s tab i l i ty   a t   the  
stall) the wing ' i m x i r m r m  lift is approached only.  a t   the  a f t  
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center-of -gravity limit. The lo s s  in wing maxirmnn lie is canpensated 
t o  some extent by the large lift loads on the horizontal tail. The 
maximum lift of the wing of  a tail-aft airplane wually can be safely 
attained throughout the usable center-of-gcavity range, but the lift 
contribution f r o m  the  horizontal tail is small  and mag be negative f o r  
forward center-of-qavitg  positions. 
Another factor that magr affect  the lift capabili t ies of the o m a r d  
airplane is the effect of tail w-h in the vicinity of the wing. Although 
this effect  is d i f f icu l t  t o  evaluate quantitatively, the discussion which 
follows serves t o  indfcate its nature. As is  well ham, downwash w i l l  
be present  directly  behind  the tail of the canard whlle cnmparatively 
large values 09 upwash wil exis t  behind the tail immediately outboard 
of t h e   t a i l  t i p s .  Th i s  upwash diminishes rapidly with distance outboard 
of the tail t i p s .  For a canard of usual gemetry the wlng span is  fairly 
large cnmpared t o  the tail span. In this case, the  p a r t  of the wing ne& -- 
the r o o t  i s  i n  a region of damwash, a cmparatively  large upwash rbgion 
exis ts  near mid~pan, and small values of upwash are present ne- the wing 
t ips .  The magnitude of t h e   t a i l  waeh is depenbsnt on tail geometry and 
decreases w i t h  distance behind the trailing edge- The effect of tail 
wash on wing maximran l f f t  is not only dependent an i ts  magnitude at   the  
wing but also on the spanwise progreesgon of the w-ing stall. For 
example, i f  the wing stall progresses f r c a n  t i p  t o  root,  the presence of  
t a i l  wash wil transfer ~ o m e  of the lif't load inboard f r a m  the t i p s  
which may wevent f l a w  breakdawn at the t i p s  and thereby  increaee  the 
maximum lift of  the part of the wing outboard of the root  damwash 
region. The  dowaTaeh present near the root ,  hmever, decreases the lift 
contribution in that region. S i m i l a r  reasoning fndicatee that the 
presence of tail waeh is most undesirable f r a m  the standpoint of maxi- 
m lift; when the initial flow breakdawn on the wing occurs near midspan 
w h i l e  tail wash is  less  serious i f  the initial s ta l l ing  tendency occurs 
near the wfng root. In general, the presence of tail w a a h  would appear 
t o  resu l t  in s m  reduction in  &imm lift. Gates in. a etudy  made i n  
Great Brit ian of the high-lift characterist ics of the canard concluded 
that  this effect  should be mall. 
In order t o  cmpare the maximrxm-lift characterist ics of the canard, . 
when res t r ic ted  by the poposed aft center-of-gravity lFmit, w i t h  those 
fo r  the tail-aft; airplane (without regard t o  high-lift devices), the 
first-order equations for maximum trh lift coefficient 
derived for both configuratfons. Lfnear variations of aerodynamic 
parameters are assumed and the wing pitching m-nt at zero lift is 
neglected (symmetrical section). Differences in  the  dynamic preasure 
at   the  tail and in the  free stream are neglected in the case of the 
conventional airplane, and the effect of  tail wash on the wing is  
neglected in  the case of the canard airplane. As indicated previously, 
the  equations for the canard be samewhat optimlatic because the tall 
wash is neglected. 
For the canard, these equations -re determined f’rm the equation 
for equilibrium of  pitching moments a t   the  stall for an arbitrary 
center-of-gravity position. The equatiom were developed so  that  the 
position of  the  arbitrary  center of gravity is exvessed i n  chord 
lengths f r a m  the center-of-gravity position at which the wing and hori- 
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distance i n  wing chord lengths hetween aerodynamic 
center of horizontal t a i l  and aerodgnamic center 
of wing-body ccanbination 
s tp r a t i o  of horizontal-tail  area t o  wing area 
“L 
maximum lift coefficient of wing-body ccanbination 
m a x h m  lift coefficient of h o r i z o n t a l  tail 
The foregoing equatfone show that  the mxhm trim l i f t  coefficient 
cf the canard ah-plane uill decrease with forward movement of  the  center 
of  gravity, but that the rate of decrease becanes less   as  the center of 
gra-rity moves forward. For a given value of  the mxtuum lift 
coefficient of the canard airplane for the center-of-gravity position 
where the wing and t a i l  stall elmultaneously may be increased by 
increasing % or the  ra t io  St/S, and the rate of  change of 
%b 
t cL,, 
with center-of-gravity  position may be reduced by increasing  the ’ 
r a t i o  2/c and, t o  a lesser  extent, by increasing  either or St/S. 
These equations also shar that,  with the aft center-of-gravity 1-t as 
specified, the maximum trFm lift coefficient is independent of the l i f t -  
curve sl0pe.s of wing and tail. Variation of these lift-curve slopes 
aemes only to change the location of the aft center-of-gravity limit 
with respect to the stick-fixed  neutral  point, and these parameters nay 
be used t o  adjust the amount of langitudi6al stabil i ty.  The specified 
a f t  center-of-gravity limit will be ahead of the  stick-fixed  neutral 
point when the   ra t io  of maximum lift coefficient  to  l if t-curve elope f o r  
+ha horizontal t a i l  is greater   than  this . ra t io  f o r  the wing-body c d i n a -  
tim. The lift-curve slope of the tail may be governed t o  same extent 
by the  desirabil l ty of obtaining a high maximmn lift coefficient of the 
t a i l  
For the tail-aft   airplane where the aft center-of-gravity limit 
i s  determined by neutral  stick-fixed  stabilitg,  the equ&ions- for  
c L ,  
and. - were obtained Fram the equation for equilibrium of pitching 
d(x/c) 
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moments at the stall for an arbitrary center-of-gravity position and f’ram 
the equation fo r  neutral &ability. The equations for 
dG CL,, 
d(x/c) = - CL 
X uwb 2 
”+ -- C C 
wher 8 
cLat 
variation of lift coefficient with a n g l e  of attack 
for wlng-body canbination 
variation of lift coefficient with angle of attack 
for  horizontal tail 
variat ion  in  downwash angle at  the  horizontal tail 
with angle of attack 
Caparison o f  these equations for the  tai l-aft   airplane wfth the 
foregoing equations f o r  the canard shows that the length parmeters x / c  
and 2/c produce similar ef fec ts  in  both cams,  and at the aft center- 
of-gravity limit the  ra t io  S t /S  also produces a sinilar effect.  H a r -  
ever,  increasing St/S decreases the variation 09 
of-Savity position for the canard arrmgment, whereas the opposite 
% with 
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effect  on this variation OCCUTE for the tail-aft arrangement. A further 
indication fYom these equations ie  that  the  lift-producing  capabilities 
of the canard may be superior t o   t h e  tail-& airplane when the  center 
of gravity in both cases is at the aft limit, but the variation of 
with center-of-gravity  position will be larger f o r  the .canard than for  
the tail-aft arrangement. The equations for the tail-& airplane show 
that a high lif't-curve slope of the horizontal t a i l  is beneficial and 
that  the presence of dararash at  the tail is detrimental frcm the stand- ' 
point of maimm-lift characteristics. 
cI.ma 
Ih order to obtafn a more quantitative comparison of the canard and 
the tail-aft airplane with regard t o  maximum lift, typical values of the 
aerodynamic parameters have been substi tuted in the preceding  equations . 
and values of CL,, have been canputed as a function of' center-of- 
gavi ty  posi t ion for  various values of the ra t ios  St/S and 2/c. 
Experimental data taken f r a m  reference EL for a "body ccanbination 
having a 4 2 O  sweptback wing of aspect  .ratio 4.01 w e r e  ueed as a basis 
for the computations for both the canard and the tail-aft arrangement. 
This wing-body ccnnbination had a lif t-curve slope of about 3.6 per  radian 
and a maximum lift coefficient of 1.1. Since the equations show advan- 
tages fo r  using 8 high lift-curve slope of the tail for the tail-aft 
airplane, the same aerodynamic characteristice were assumed for the hori- 
zontal tail as fo r  the wing .  For the canard canfiguration, experinental 
data from tests of tri-ar plan forma (reference 12) were used as a 
basis for the aerowanic characterist ics of the horizontal tail, and'an 
aspect r a t i o  of 2 was selected because it.pmided the  highest maximum 
l i f t  coefficient (1.25). A value of &/& of 0.4 w a ~  used in  the 
computations for the tai l-aft  airplane.  
Results of these computations are wesented in figure 5. A decidedly 
euperior maximum lif't coefficient i s  indfcated for the canard a t  rearward 
center-of-gravity positions, but because of  the rapid decrease i n  C 
w i t h  forward center-of-gavity movement, the usable center-of-gravity 
range may be limited. The magnitude of the range of superiority of  the 
canard over the tail-& airplane increases rapidly with increase in the 
ratio St/S and increases a t  a samewhat lesser rate with increase in 
2 
r a t i o  2/c. For typical values of S t / S  and 2/c (2 = 0.2 and - = 3.5, 
these computations show that the canard has superior maximum-lift charac- ' 
t e r i s t i c s  over a center-of-gravity range of about 8 percent of the wing 
k 
C ) 
chord. For high values of tail length and tail area - = 0.3 (: 
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extended t o  24 percent of the w i n g  chord, whereas for  small values of 
1 
2 \ 
tail length and tail area - 0.1 and - = 2.5 ' t h i s  range is  C 
limited t o  I$ percent. I n  consideration of the use of mptback w i n g s ,  
the foregoing discussion on high-speed flight indicates   that   large  ta i l  
lengths are possible for the canard, whereas the   t a i l -a f t  airplane my 
be limited t o  cmparatively short tail lengths. For example, i f  a value 
of ,2/c of 4.5 were possible f o r  the canard, whereas the tail-aft 
arrangement was limited t o  a value of Z/C of 2.5, a canparison on this 
basis shows a range of superior lift-producing capabilities for the 
canard of 1 4  percent of the wiw chord' w i t h  a typical  tail-wing  area 
r a t i o  of 0.2. 
Use of hi&-lift devices. - The adaptability of the canard airplane :.- - . _ .  . r  t o  the w e  of high-lift; devices has been investigated by S .  B. Gates, . . ... t 
and the results of his analysis are presented i n  a B r i t i s h  report. Gates 
concluded that  considerably higher lift increments due t o  flap''.,deflectioni 
could be handled by the tail-aft airplane than by the canard airplane. 
The cmparatively poor characteristics of the canard in thiB respect 
resul t  f r a m  the  large nose-dam pitchlng mument caused by the  flap  deflec- 
t ion became the center of  gravity must be well ahead of the w i n g  aero- 
dynamic center in order t o  provide stabi l i ty  and even further ahead of 
the center of pressure due t o  flak deflection. A canard airplane havhg 
usual geonnetric proportions snd aerodynamic characteristics would require 
ap appeciably higher increanent in tail lift coefficient t o  balance the 
pitching  mmnt due t o  deflection of the wing flaps than the increment i n  
w i n g  lift coefficient obtained f r a m  the flaps. Gates fe l t  that  the best  
high-lif t  device would be used on the wing, and, therefore, the power of 
t h e   t a i l  could not be made large enough t o  take advantage of  the highest 
lift increment possible. 
Several features of  a high-speed airplane may influence these con- 
clusions. These features, favorable t o  the canard, are aa follows: 
(1) The w e  of bodies of high fineness ratio and aweptback wings 
makes very large tail lengths possible for the canard airplane. 
(2) High-lift devices suitable for me on swept wings poduce 
cnmparatively  increments i n  lift. (See reference 13.  ) 
(3) One of the most prcmaising Ugh-lift devices for swept wings, a 
cmbination of a leading-edge and a trailing-edge flap, has a center of  
pressure due t o  flap deflection near the wing aerodynamic center. (See 
reference 13. ) 
a 
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(4) Use bf  a hor i zon ta l  tail of low aspect ratio  posit ions the stick- 
fixed  neutral  point nearer the wing aerodynamic center, which would reduce 
the nose-down pi tching  mmnt for usual values of s t a t i c  margin. 
When these  possibil i t ies  are considered, the design chart8 prepared by 
Gates show that f m  reasonable -tudes of airplane s t ab i l i t y  a hori- 
zontal tail of collventional eize would be sufficiently powerful t o  handle 
the lift increments due t o  deflection of  high-lift devices that are 
probable, with swept wings. 
The preceding analysis of stall ing characterist ics,  however, places 
a further  l lmitation on the  canard a i r p l a n e  w i t h  regard t o  use of high- 
lift devices. Stalling charactmietics w e r e  not considered in  the  
analysis made by Gates, and therefare usable center-of-Savity positions 
back t o  thd stick-fixed neutral point were aesumsd poseible. The aft 
center-of-gravity limit proposed herein w i l l  generally  result i n  greater 
s a v i t y  limit is  dictated by eFmultaneous stalling of w i n g  and t a i l ,  the 
problem relat ing t o  high-lift; devices may be stated more 8 f n p l ~ .  #The 
problem is  that the cansrd airplane should be designed s o  that the lift- 
woducing capabili t iee of the horizontal tail are never greater than 
those  required t o  balance the pitching mcanent of the wing-body cmbina- 
t i o n  a t  maximum lift of the m 3 n g  without high-lif t  devices. With this 
stipulated condition, increasing the lift-producing capabilities of the 
wing does not increase the maximum lift coefficient of the airplane. 
-than usual values of longitudinal stability.. If t he   a f t  center-.of- 
Even though the aft' center-of-gravity positfon is l h i t e d  In the 
proposed mer, it may be possible t o  we   h igh - l i f t  devices t o  advan- 
tage, provided a nose-up pitching moment can be applied simultaneously 
with deflection of  the high-lif t  device. The equation exgreasing the 
required  -tub of this nose-up pitching mament (expressed i n  terms 
of a tail lift; increment) h a ~  been develope; f'rcan the equations f o r  
equilibrium of  pitching maments at the stall w i t h  the high-lift device, 
retracted a d  deflected. A t  the poposed aft center-of-gravitg limit 
t h i s  equation is 
where 
T/C distance in  wing chord lengths f'rm aerodynamic 
center of wing-body c d i n a t i o n  t o  center of 
pressure due t o  deflection of high-lift device 
(positive  rearward) 
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d/c 
AcL.kb 
distance in wing chord lengths frm aft  center-of- 
gravity  limit  to  aero-dc  center of wing-body 
cambination (positive r e m d )  
increment i n  wing-body 1.ift coefficient due t o  
deflection of high-lift device 
r-\cL, increment in tall lift coefficient  required t o  balance pitching  mmnt due t o  deflection of  high- 
l i f t  device 
The parametera are as previously  defined, and the 
r a t i o  d/c may be defined  =her as 
%b 1 + -  
The foregoing equation indicates that at l ea s t  a proportional increase 
i n  t a i l  lift would be required t o  balance the lift inurament on the wing. 
Actually the tail lift increrment w i l l  have t o  be greater than proportional 
for high-lift devices whose center of pressure is behind the w i n g  aero- 
dynamic center 88 indicated  the  term involving the r a t i o  do The 
d/c 
re lat ion expeesing d/c indicates that large tail lengths and tall- 
wing area ratios are advant&geous when use of  high-lif t  devices is 
considered. 
The best high-lift device ind.icated for swept w i n g s  f r a m  the  teats  
of reference 13 had a value of y/c of about 0.08. This device was a 
cabinat ion of a leadlng-edge flap over the cutboard portion of the wing 
and a split trailing-edge flap oyer the inboard portion of the wing. 
Assuming that  the high-speed canard would have values of  2 / c  of 4.5 
Y/C 
and S S of 0.2, the   ra t io  a/c would be of the order of 0.1 There- tl 
fore, i f  th i e  device was ueed, the  increment i n   t a i l  l l f t  coefficient 
required would be slightly  greater  than  the  correspmding increment i n  
wing lift coefficient obtained f r o m  the high-lif t  device. The increases 
i n  lift coefficient obtained fram this  high-l i f t  device, however, are 
of  the order of 0.3 t o  0.5, depending on the vertical location of  the 
wing on the fuselage. Attampts t o  obtain higher lift increments resul t  
in unsatisfactory  characteristics of the w i n g  i t s e l f ,   t ha t  is, longi- 
tudinal  instabil i ty or poor lateral   characterfstica at high coefficients 
due t o  flow breakdown near the wing t ips .  In view of the low values of 
w i n g  l i f t  increment supplied by high-lift devices on swept wings, it 
appears possible to obtain  the r e q e e d  increase in  tail lift; by slmul- 
taneously deflecting flaps on the tail. The necessary nose-up pitching 
moment might a l ~ o  be applied by a retractable  auxiliary  lifting  surface 
located ahead of the center of  gravity. Such a device would also reduce 
the  longitudinal  atability of the airplane cauelng a reduction in the 
required  mgnltude of the nose-up increment in  pitching mcmLent. 
Assuming high-lift devices can be used advantageously on a canard, 
several features of wings anployin@; large angles of sweep may l iml t   the i r  
me even though gbod longitudinal and la teral   s tabi l i ty   character is t ic8 
of the wing i t s e l f  can b’e maintained. For large angles of sweep, the 
lift-curve  slope of the wing may be very low a t  Mgh l i f t  coefficients 
necessitating  large changes i n  angle of attack  for  increases Fn 
lift, and the  ra t io-of  l i f t  t o  drag may be very law a t  high lift coeffi- 
cients which resul ts   in   s teep glide paths and high vert ical   veloci t ies  
under power-off conditions. Furthermore, operation appeciably below 
the maximum l i f t - to -drag   ra t io  is shown i n  reference l l  t o  result in  
undesirable longitudinal control-characteristice. 
b 
Trim positions beyond stall.- A th i rd  problem i n  connection with the 
- .  low-speed characteristics of the  canard  airplane derives f’ram flight tes t s  
of this type configuration i n  w h i c h  a very stable t r i m  position was 
encountered near goo angle of attack. This  occurrence is described i n  
‘reference 14- Became of the high s tab i l i tg  of this condition, recovery 
to ordinary flight conditiom after this at t i tude is attained is very 
di f f icu l t .  In the subject case this problem was eliminated by freeing 
the  horizontal tail ao that  it could f loat  with the re la t ive  wind when- 
ever this at t i tude was encountered. Recoveq- might also be made  by 
application of  pawer. The foregoing discussion of stall ing characteris-  
t i c s  suggests that this problem might be elfmFnated without special 
devices or techniques i f  the usable center-of-gravity rmge is  selected 
on the basis outlined herein. Stable stalling characterist ics make it 
unlikely  that such high of attack can be attained; and because 
the  canard would have high longitudinal s tab i l i ty  at l m  angles s f  attack, 
the  possibil i ty of a trim position  at high angles of attack is m e  




A study has been made t o  determine the high-speed-flight charac- 
t e r i s t i c s  of the canard airplane. Th i s  study shows that:  
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1. The canard configuration is w e l l  su i ted   to   the  geametric arrange- 
ment of a wing-body combination with Elweptback wings and a high-fineness- 
r a t i o  body, particularly i f  the wing is  mounted aft of the body maxin;un; 
diameter i n  order t o  reduce the  interference drag between wing and body. 
The effect  on drag of the forwaxd tail locatian is not known. 
2. It is  thought that   the problem of buffeting might be reduced by 
locating  the  horizontal t a i l  ahead of the wing although experimental 
evidence is needed t o  confirm this opinion. 
3. Those changes in   the  longi tudinal   s tabi l i ty  and control charac- 
t e r i s t i c s  of  an airplane fn the tramanic and supersonic speed ranges 
that  are associated with changes i n  the flow at the horizontal tail can 
be avoided through use of the canard arrangement. Although flow changes 
produced by the tail of the canard wlll be preeeIlt at 'the w i n g ,  general 
be m e r .  A t  present there me not sufficient experimental results on 
canard configurations t o   v e r i 0  this conclusion. 
1 consideration of the effects would indlcate that  these effects should 
4. The large changes in  longitudinal stability and trFm of a t a i l l e s s  
airplane which are caused br shift of the wing aerodynamic center are 
.T n;aterially reduced for the canerrti configuration. 
Several known problems associated with the low-speed characteristics 
of  the canard were a l s o  investigated. The following conclusions were 
obtained: 
1. The flying  quali t ies of a canard airplane i n  rough air will 
probably be inferior t o  those of a conventional airplane. -:- - . . I  ' . .  
2. In order t o  obtain satisfact-oq stalling characteristics for  a 
canard airplane, the usable center-of-gravity range mu& be forward of 
the center-of-gravity position at which the wing and tail stall siIUI" 
taneously. With thls limitation, a simplified analysis indicates that 
the canard should have maxirmrm-lif't characteristics canparable t o  a t a i l -  
aft airplane at rearward center-of-gavity positions, but the decrease 
i n  m&mum lift w i t h  farward movement of the  center of gravity w i l l  be 
large and may limit the usable center-of-gravity range. 
3. With the proposed aft center-of-gravity limit a rapid nose-down 
pitching motion may occur when a canard airplane s t a l l e  i f  the  horizontal 
tail ramains stalled due t o  the pitching velocity. If necessary, the 
severity of thls.motion might be reduced through use of a horizontal 
t a i l  with a f l a t - t o p p e d n d - f o r c e  curve- 
4. Advantageous use of high-lift devices on the wing of the canard 
is possible only i f  the nose-dam pitching mament due to the  high-lif t  
device can be capensated by simultaneous deflection of flaps 02 the 
horizontal tail o r  a retractable  auxiliary control surface  located ahead 
of the center of gravity. 
5. This study suggeets that the pO88ibility of encountering stable 
trim positions beyond the stall might be minimized i f  the  usable  center- 
of-gravity range ie   selected in  the mer previouely indicated. 
Langley Aeronautical  Laboratmy 
National A d v i e w  Camittee f o r  Aeronautics 
Langley Air Force Base, Va. 
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Figure 2.- Variation of total drag coUc ien t  (based on wing plan area) with Mach numwr for two w h g -  
body combinations airrering only In location of wing. 
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Figure 3.- Variation of longitudinal stability parameter  d6 with Mach number f o r  tallless 
dC 
configuration and for canard configuration. 
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Figure 5. - Comparison of maximum trim lift coefficient of canard and con- 
ventional airplane. Maximum lift coefficient of wing-tmdy combination is 
same fo r  both configurations. 
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